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SAT-MATH-FUNCTION-EXAMPLES.DVI
SAT Math Function Examples1. If f (x) = 3x ? 7, then: 3. If g(x) = x2 , then: a) What is f (2) ? a) What is g(?2) ?
b) If g(w) = 25, then what is w ? b) What is 3f (3) ? c) If g(a) = 12, then what is g(2a) ? c) What is f (chickpea) ?
d) If f (a) = 14, then what is a ? 4. De?ne ?x = 1 ? 3x. Then: e) If f (2b) = 23, then what is b ? a) What is ?2 ? b)
If ?a = 4, then a = ? f) If f (c) + f (2c) = 4,...
File name: sat-math-function-examples.pdf
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SAT-MATH-VOCABULARY-QUIZ.DVI
SAT Math Vocabulary Quiz1. Which of the following is true? 5. When 30 is divided by 7, the remainder is which
of the following? (A) Zero is not even and not positive. (B) Zero is even and positive. (A) 0 (C) Zero is neither
odd nor even. (B) 0.285714 (D) Zero is even and not positive. (C) 2 (E) Zero is a small, edible fruit. (D)
2.285714 (E) 4.285714 6. What is the sum of the least prime2. What i...
File name: sat-math-vocabulary-quiz.pdf
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SAT-MATH-HARD-PRACTICE-QUIZ.DVI
SAT Math Hard Practice QuizNumbers and Operations 5. How many integers between 10 and 500 begin and
end in 3?1. A bag contains tomatoes that are either green or red. The ratio of green tomatoes to red tomatoes
in the bag is 4 to 3. When ?ve green tomatoes and ?ve red tomatoes are removed, the ratio becomes 3 to 2.
How many red tomatoes were originally in the bag? (A) 12 6. A particular integer N ...
File name: sat-math-hard-practice-quiz.pdf
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MICROSOFT WORD - CHAPTER 2 TEST REVIEW ANSWERS.DOCX
Honors Geometry Chapter 2 Test Review Question Answers 1. Given: BA ? AT (51 - x) + (y + 9) = 180 Find:
m?MAT ? y = 120 + x (y + 9) + (x + y) = 90 B ? x + 2y = 81 x + 2(120 + x) = 81 ? x + 240 + 2x = 81 ? 3x =
-159 M 51-x y+9 N A x+y ? x = -53 T ? y = 120 + (-53) = 67 ? m?MAT = 180 - (x + y) = 180 - 14 = 166 2. A
certain angle is 39 less than 2 times its complement. Find its supplement. x = 2(90 -...
File name: Chapter 2 Test Review Answers.pdf
Download now or Read Online
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